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Let me start off with a simple statement: Central banks are actively 
intervening in the stock market.

I know that sounds like a conspiracy theory. 

But consider the facts…

Since the 2008 crisis, global central banks have collectively:

1)  Cut interest rates over 600 times.

2)  Bought over $14 trillion in assets via quantitative easing (QE).

3)  Printed money to intervene directly in the stock markets or 
the futures markets.

All three of these policies have resulted in dramatic changes to the 
financial markets.

But it doesn’t end there…

The CME Group, which manages the futures markets, has a program 
that is literally called the Central Bank Incentive Program. It was 
designed specifically to give central banks a discounted rate on their 
purchases of stocks, bonds, interest rates, and other futures. 

Then there’s the Swiss National Bank. it literally prints money and 
buys stocks in the U.S. stock markets. (You can see a recent SEC filing 
from November 2019 in which it lists the companies it owns here.)

Japan’s central bank, called the Bank of Japan, also prints money and 
buys stocks outright. As of March 2019, it owned 80% of Japan’s ETFs. 
Yes, 80%. And it is a top-10 shareholder in over 50% of the companies 
that trade on the Japanese stock market.
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https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1582202/000158220219000004/xslForm13F_X01/InfoTable_Q32019.xml
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Put simply, it is no longer a conspiracy theory to claim that central 
banks actively intervene in the stock market. We have concrete proof 
this is the case. 

And we’re not talking about a small amount either. Between the Swiss 
National Bank and the Bank of Japan alone, we’re talking about over 
$300 BILLION in stock positions.

Of course, this begs the question: What about the U.S. central bank? 

Clear Signs the Fed 
Intervenes in the Markets
Technically, the Federal Reserve (or “the Fed”) is not supposed 
to buy stocks or stock futures. And they certainly do not include 
those assets on their balance sheet listings, which are published 
every week.

However, we know from Fed meeting minutes that the Fed does in-
deed own positions in the markets that it does not publish.

Case in point: Back in October 2012, then-Fed Governor Jerome Pow-
ell (now-Fed Chair), explained what happens when the Fed decides to 
sell its investment positions during a discussion:

“So when it is time for us to sell, or even to stop buying, the re-
sponse could be quite strong; there is every reason to expect a strong 
response. So there are a couple of ways to look at it. It is about $1.2 
trillion in sales; you take 60 months, you get about $20 billion a 
month. That is a very doable thing, it sounds like, in a market where 
the norm by the middle of next year is $80 billion a month. Another 
way to look at it, though, is that it’s not so much the sale, the dura-
tion; it’s also unloading our short volatility position.” [Emphasis 
my own.]

Source: Federal Reserve 

Here, Powell is stating that the Fed has a “short volatility” position 
meaning the Fed is either shorting the Volatility Index (VIX) via fu-
tures, or options.

https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/files/FOMC20121024meeting.pdf
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Why Institutional Buyers Are NOT Behind 
These Movements
This is often the first thing I hear when I claim the Fed is actively intervening in the 
financial markets.

It must be institutional buyers or sellers.

But here’s the thing... Institutional traders open and close their positions in chunks of 
shares over a period of time — NOT by buying or selling a massive order all at once.

Reason being, financial institutions want to establish or close their positions without 
moving the market much.

Because of this, they’re careful about how they open or close their positions — placing 
mulitple orders of blocks of shares over time.

They don’t simply open or close everything at once.

In contrast, a Fed intervention will see a large sell or buy order placed all at once, 
thereby moving the market.

Clearly, the Fed has positions that are not listed on its balance 
sheet... which means it buys and sells securities that are not  
publicly stated.

I can also attest that the Fed directly intervenes in the stock market on 
a regular basis. 

Whether it’s a direct intervention or done via a proxy, I don’t know. 
But I have personally watched the market react in ways that indicate a 
clear intervention by the Fed.

How do I know it’s the Fed? 

After all, these market movements could be caused by regular buyers 
and sellers, right? 

Here’s how I know the Fed is behind it…
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1)  The intervention involved indiscriminate buying/selling. 
Meaning the buyer or seller was trying to move the market 
instead of opening/closing any real positions.

2)  The intervention occurred at specific times of the day. Real 
buyers place orders based on value, NOT the time of day. 
(Historically this happened during the window of 9:40 AM 
and 10:00 AM. Then in June 2020, it was happening closer 
to 10:40 AM to 11:00 AM. A more recent examination of 
their actions indicates that they’ve changed their strategy 
and are now using TWO different timing windows to move 
markets higher — between 10:00 AM and 10:30 AM and 
between 1:30 PM and 2:00 PM.)

3)  Trading volume FELL during the move.

Let me give you an example.

During the first hour of trading on Nov. 25, 2019, you can see indis-
criminate buying in the candlestick circled in green in the chart below. 

Fed Interventions Dramatically Move the Market
S&P 500, Trading Volume
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The stock market went absolutely vertical during this time. 

Note also that the trading volume fell as stocks rose. You can see that in 
the lower half of the chart.

If this had been a real market move based on real buyers coming into 
the markets, the trading volume would have stayed strong or only 
declined slightly. Instead, it absolutely collapsed as stocks rose, indi-
cating that real buyers were not coming into the market.

It’s like an invisible force in the markets is pushing shares higher. 

Plain and simple, this was an intervention.

Now, in this report, I will explain what exactly central bank interven-
tions are, and how to spot them in the financial markets. After that, I’ll 
discuss how to use this knowledge to generate explosive gains.

Paying Close Attention to the 
“Big Four”
The Fed has gotten very good at intervening in the markets, largely 
because some 90% of all market trading today is generated by passive 
funds/index derivatives.

Let me explain.

The Financial Times recently reported that according to data from 
JPMorgan and Lucerne Capital, only 10% of stock market volume 
comes from actual fundamental stock investors.

The other 90% of trading comes from automated computer trading 
programs that buy stocks passively. These programs buy individual 
stocks or entire stock indexes without thinking.

Because of this, in order to get the entire market to rally, all the Fed 
needs is for a significant percentage of stocks to ratchet higher. 

Once that happens, these programs will start buying every stock in the 
index automatically.

So the Fed doesn’t simply buy the entire market (all 500 companies 
that comprise the S&P 500). Rather, it focuses almost entirely on four 
specific stocks.
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You may have heard of them before… 

1)  Microsoft (MSFT)

2)  Apple (AAPL)

3)  Amazon (AMZN)

4)  Facebook (FB)

Together, these four companies account for over 10% of the S&P 500. 

So in order to get the entire market to rally, all the Fed needs to do 
is get these four stocks to move higher. At that point, the automated 
trading programs that comprise 90% of all stock market volume will 
do the rest, buying everything under the sun.

Ok… let’s take a quick moment to recap.

We know that central banks intervene in financial systems. We’ve 
discussed how both the Swiss and Japanese central banks have staged 
direct interventions into their markets. 

We also know that the U.S. Federal Reserve stages similar interven-
tions — even if they’re not direct. And that typically, the Fed targets 
the Big Four: MSFT, AAPL, AMZN, and FB.

Simple enough, right? 

Of course, knowing that these interventions exist is one thing. But the 
only way to act on them is if you know how to spot them. 

So let’s break down a real-life intervention, and how I was able to spot 
it forming.

Taking Advantage of  
Fed Interventions 
Spotting these interventions involves the use of two technical indica-
tors:

1)  The Volume-Weighted Average Price (VWAP)

2)  A downward violation of the Five-Minute Bollinger Band.
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Now, both of these are very complicated. It would require five pages or 
more to explain them. 

But you don’t need to know exactly what they do or how they work. 
In Graham’s 90 Minute Trader, I’ll always do the heavy lifting for you. 
All you need to do is place the trades that I recommend.

So all you need to know is that if a stock falls below both of these indi-
cators, it shows that an intervention is about to happen. 

Let me show these triggers in action so you can see what I mean.

The first was on August 18, 2020 with Apple shares. As you can see 
in the chart below, Apple was trading sideways in the early morning, 
when shares briefly broke below the lower Bollinger band on the 
10-minute chart around 10:30 AM (green circle).

 
That’s when the Fed struck, sending AAPL shares STRAIGHT up. 
And as we’ve come to expect, trading volume FELL during this move. 
That’s a telltale sign of this being an intervention instead of the result 
of actual organic buyers.
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So that’s a great example of a morning intervention by the Fed. What 
about the afternoon interventions?

Take a look at what happened to Microsoft (MSFT) on September 1 
around 1:00 PM.

MSFT shares were trading sideways for most of the day, but then began 
to break down around 12:30 PM By 1 PM, MSFT shares were begin-
ning to break below the lower Bollinger band on the 10-minute chart 
(green circle below). 

Suddenly MSFT shares EXPLODED higher on little to no volume, 
soaring into mid-afternoon.

Once again, you’ll notice volume barely budged during this aggressive 
move: a telltale sign of this being an intervention, NOT the result of 
real organic buying from traders.

Put simply, REAL investors are careful about how they buy a stock. 
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Interventions by the Fed show indiscriminate buying based on specific 
times of the day with little to no volume/participation.

That’s how it works in a nutshell. 

But now let’s get to the best part: How do you profit from this? 

Using Options Trading to 
Maximize Profit Potential
Because these interventions hit quickly, making money from these Fed 
interventions requires options trading. 

If you’ve never traded options before, it’s much simpler than you might 
think. In fact, we have a special report dedicated to showing you the 
basics. Click here to read that now. 

In Graham’s 90 Minute Trader, I prefer to use weekly options. That is, 
options that typically expire on the Friday of the given week in which 
an intervention occurs.

That’s because the closer you get to a given options contract’s expira-
tion, the more volatile the option pricing.

It might seem strange, but we want increased volatility. 

Remember that Graham’s 90 Minute Trader focuses on trading Fed 
interventions — which involve the share prices of the Big Four revers-
ing from early morning declines and roaring higher. 

That increased volatility means MASSIVE price spikes occur when the 
Fed intervenes.

And since we’re trading options that typically expire in the same week, 
these profits can hit at lightning speeds. 

In fact, most of the time we’ll take profits the very same day — 
sometimes even within a few hours... 

That’s right. We can be in a trade and cashing out within just a 
few hours!

Let’s look at a real-world example to see this at work.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/phoenixpress-uploads/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/GMT_GhostMoneyTrader.pdf
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From Execution to Profits in 2 
Hours or Less
On October 8, 2019 I saw a possible Fed intervention set up in Micro-
soft (MSFT).

As soon as I confirmed that set up, I recommended my readers buy the 
Microsoft (MSFT) Oct. 11, 2019 $137 Call Options.

Refer to 90 Minute Trader Options Primer for an in-depth explanation 
on trading options. Click here for access.

Fast forward two hours, and the Fed intervention pushed MSFT shares 
$2 higher — a less than 1.5% gain. But we didn’t buy shares of MSFT, 
we bought options.

And in that same timeframe, our call options rose to $1.35 per con-
tract for a solid gain of 35%.

Again, because we were using weekly options — which are more vola-
tile than regular stocks — a small 1.4% gain in MSFT shares translated 
to a 35% gain in our MSFT Calls.

Now, a 35% gain in two hours is nothing to sneer at. And if you could 
do this on a weekly basis, you’d generate a small fortune in a few 
months.

But I’m not interested in helping you generate just a small fortune. I 
want you to see MASSIVE returns from Graham’s 90 Minute Trader.. 

...which is why I also use these Fed interventions to trade more specu-
lative plays that can truly EXPLODE.

An Additional Opportunity to 
Profit From Every Intervention 
Remember, typically the Fed only directly intervenes in the four largest 
stocks on the S&P 500: Microsoft, Apple, Amazon, and Facebook.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/phoenixpress-uploads/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/GMT_GhostMoneyTrader.pdf
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The Fed knows if these four stocks start to rally, the automated trading 
programs that comprise 90% of all stock market volume will do the 
rest, buying everything under the sun.

Again, the overall market gets pushed higher. 

So it’s not just these Big Four stocks we should be looking at. In fact, 
there is even bigger profit potential if we dig a bit more. 

Let me explain.

Most stock investors focus on going “long.” They buy a stock and then 
hold it with the expectation that shares will rise, so he or she can then 
sell for a profit. As the famous saying goes, “Buy low, sell high.” 

However, some investors like to bet on a company’s shares FALLING 
— not rising. And these investors do this by “going short.”

Here’s a quick description how selling short can turn a profit. (Keep in 
mind, we won’t be selling short like this. But we’ll be profiting when 
these short sellers turn out to be wrong.)

Let’s say an investor believes that shares in XYZ company are overval-
ued at $10 and will soon collapse.

Our investor borrows 100 shares of XYZ stock from his broker and 
sells them into the open market for an immediate “profit” of $1,000 
(100 shares X $10 = $1,000).

Then say the investor was right, and shares of XYZ stock fall from 
$10 to $8 per share. Our investor then buys 100 shares back for $800 
(100 shares X $8 = $800). It’s important to note that this transaction 
REMOVES $800 from our investor’s original $1,000 earned by selling 
XYZ shares at $10.

Our investor then returns the 100 shares to his or her broker and 
pockets the $200 in profits ($1,000 - $800 = $200).

The big takeaway here: In this process, when an investor SHORTS 
a stock, he or she cannot close out the transaction until he or she 
BUYS the stock in the open market and returns the shares to his 
or her broker.

Because of this, if the company’s stock starts to RALLY instead of fall, 
our investor will very quickly panic and buy back the shares.
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That’s very important for us. Because companies that have massive 
numbers of shares short can often stage EXPLOSIVE rallies. 

All of those shorts are in fact shares that an investor will HAVE to buy 
at some point. So if the company’s stock starts to rally along with the 
rest of the market (based on automated trading programs reacting to a 
Fed intervention), it won’t take much for the short sellers to panic.

Let me give you an example. 

Remember the MSFT Oct. 11, 2019, $137 Calls I told you about earlier?

Well, the same day that we opened that trade based on the Fed inter-
vening in MSFT’s stock, we ALSO opened a smaller speculative posi-
tion.

I recommended buying Applied Optoelectronics (AAOI) Oct. 11, 
2019, $10.50 Calls.

You see, 36% of all AAOI shares outstanding were SHORTS. So I knew 
that when the Fed intervened in MSFT’s stock — thereby igniting a 
rally in the broader market — AAOI shares would EXPLODE higher.

This is exactly what happened. 

When automated trading programs started buying stocks based on the 
Fed’s intervention, AAOI shares began to rally. The shorts panicked 
and AAOI shares ERUPTED over 2% higher in just two hours.

Our AAOI Oct. 11, 2019, $10.50 Calls rose 80% based on this move.

You read that correctly. We locked in an 80% gain in just two hours... 
meaning we nearly DOUBLED our money before lunchtime.

Of course, higher reward typically means higher risk.

That’s why our CORE trading strategy with Graham’s 90 Minute 
Trader is to trade Fed interventions in the Big Four (MSFT, AAPL, 
AMZN, and FB). Those are the trades in which you use a normal sized 
position.

Your speculative trades should ALWAYS be smaller in size. These 
trades are based on the SECONDARY effects of Fed interventions (au-
tomated trading programs buying stocks).
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A Quick Review 
We’ve covered a lot of info in this report, so let’s do a 
quick recap.

1)  The Fed intervenes in the stock market by 
buying the four largest companies: Microsoft 
(MSFT), Apple (AAPL), Amazon (AMZN), 
and Facebook (FB). 

2)  Our system then uses two triggers to help us identify days 
in which the Fed is most likely to stage an intervention.

3)  After that, Graham’s 90 Minute Trader uses weekly options 
to trade the Big Four companies based on these Fed inter-
ventions. (Usually the one with the best looking chart at the 
time.) 

4)  Additionally, our system looks to trade weekly options 
on speculative plays that are heavily shorted based on the 
secondary effect of Fed interventions (automated trading 
programs buying stocks).

And because of the fast-paced nature of these trades, we’ll typically be 
in and out of a trade in just a few hours — ideally with massive profits 
in tow. 

Important note: Because these trades hit so quickly, I can’t rely on 
email for these alerts. It’s just too slow. Instead, I send out a text 
message that lets you know a new trade is online. That message will 
include a direct link to each new buy and sell alert. So your first step 
should be to sign up for our text service right now. If you wait for an 
email to arrive in your inbox, it will be too late. Click here to sign up.

Now that you have a deeper understanding of how the Graham’s 90 
Minute Trader strategy works, you will be able to better follow our 
trades in the coming days and weeks. And of course, I’ll walk you 
through each trade step-by-step.

You can expect 52 trades from me per year, more if needed. Be sure 
to check your email (and smartphone) often during market trading 
hours, Monday through Friday, 9:30AM-4PM EST.

https://sites.agorafinancial.com/promos/LF/production/pubs/gmt/sms/index.html
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Best Regards,

Graham Summers 
Editor, Graham’s 90 Minute Trader

We welcome comments, suggestions, and customer service inquiries at feedback@threefounderspublishing.com. 
You can also call  (844)-449-6520. Please note: The law prohibits us from giving personalized financial advice.

© Three Founders Publishing. All  r ights reserved. Any reproduction, copying, or redistribution of this report,
in whole or in part,  is strictly prohibited without written permission from Three Founders Publishing. Three Found-
ers Publishing forbids its writers from having a financial interest in any security they recommend. All  employees 
of Three Founders Publishing, other than writers,  must wait 24 hours after a recommendation is published before 
acting on that recommendation.

Three Founders Publishing does not recommend or endorse any brokers, dealers,  or advisors. This work is
based on SEC fi l ings, current events, interviews, corporate press releases, and our own personal networks.
It may contain errors,  and you shouldn’t make any financial decisions based solely on what you read here.


